Silverado fuel gauge problem

Why is this happening? Here are the two most common causes. If you were to send a tiny
camera deep inside your fuel tank, you would find your fuel pump and fuel sending unit,
swimming in fuel and quietly doing the jobs their names would suggest. Embedded among this
happy apparatus, you would also find a fuel level sensor, which, also, would be doing the job its
name suggests. The second and what seems to be the more common cause of Silverado fuel
gauge or Sierra fuel gauge trouble is a faulty instrument cluster. This problem is caused by
defective drive motors that were used on the circuit boards of these instrument clusters. The
defective motors have been linked to more than 30 different GM models and, though they have
sometimes been covered by warranty or recall agreements, this is generally only the case for
vehicles with less than 70 or 80 thousand miles on them. If your fuel gauge has stopped
working and another gauge in your instrument cluster has stopped working, then you would
probably be best off just having your instrument cluster rebuilt. This is the less expensive of the
repairs and something you are likely to have to do eventually anyway. If only your fuel level
gauge has stopped moving or is giving erratic readings, then it will be best to have the problem
diagnosed by a local mechanic to determine if the fuel sending unit is the issue. Contact Fred at
Dr. Speedometer or call toll free Shipping Instructions Common Questions Will my odometer be
reset to zero? How much will it cost? How long does it take? How hard is it to take out? How
does the shipping work? Silverado and Sierra Fuel Level Sensor If you were to send a tiny
camera deep inside your fuel tank, you would find your fuel pump and fuel sending unit,
swimming in fuel and quietly doing the jobs their names would suggest. Silverado and Sierra
Fuel Gauge Problems The second and what seems to be the more common cause of Silverado
fuel gauge or Sierra fuel gauge trouble is a faulty instrument cluster. This article is an attempt to
bring together in one place all the knowledge currently available about the common problem of
faulty gauges in , , and plus some early model GM vehicles. Over the years several different
problems have surfaced with these GM instrument clusters. This section will outline all the most
common problems that have been identified. The most common instrument cluster problem
seen on the GMs is faulty analog gauges. In some cases the needle will move smoothly but will
be reading noticeably higher or lower than normal at all points. This problem typically starts
with just one gauge but over time all the analog gauges will start displaying the same
symptoms. Ultimately all gauges will fail if not repaired. Individual gauge problems are almost
universally caused by failing gauge motors. Each gauge is controlled by one gauge motor
called a stepper motor. For example, an instrument cluster with 6 analog gauges will have 6
stepper motors. Be aware of generic brand stepper motors produced in China, numerous
problems have been seen with these aftermarket motors. GM stepper motors are soldered into
place directly onto the circuit board. Replacement requires de-soldering of the faulty stepper
motors for removal and soldering in of the new X Experience in electronics de-soldering and
soldering is highly suggested if you attempt this repair as damage to the circuit board is
common with at home repairs. Watch the video below to see how to install a GM stepper motor.
The next most common problem seen on GM instrument clusters are failing digital displays.
This problem is unrelated to the stepper motor problem but is often seen in the same clusters.
Either one or both screen will typically be affected. This common issue is not actually a problem
with the digital displays themselves as they seem to be quite reliable. This issue is most often
cause by a failing power supply circuit on the circuit board which requires either replacement
components or a solder re-flow. Once the joint or component has failed power to the digital
displays is lost causing a dead display or power is reduced causing a dim display. The use can
reset to English but the cluster will change the language randomly or simply scroll through the
options endlessly. Two problems have been identified as potential causes of this problem. One
is a faulty selector stalk button on the circuit board which can be replaced with careful
de-soldering and replacement if a suitable replacement button can be found. The second cause
is due to surface insulation resistance failure on the board. Most instances can be repaired and
this is included as part of the regular rebuild service. This problem is typically but not always
seen in conjunction with an instrument cluster that will not power on or has been displaying
intermittent power failure. I can repair this issue with our repair service for Silverado, Suburban,
Sierra, Tahoe, Yukon, Avalanche and Escalade models only. The night time back lighting used
in most GM instrument clusters of this era are incandescent bulbs which burn out with age,
long before the vehicle is taken off the road. The bulbs are soldered directly to the circuit board
and replacements are available through specialty supply houses. Alternatively LED bulbs can
be installed which offer greater lifespan and are available in various colors. LEDs must be 12v
rated otherwise resistors will be required. Battery drain from the gauge cluster can be caused
by phantom warning lights ABS, high beam indicator, etc coming on in the gauge cluster even
when the vehicle is powered down. If the vehicle is not driven for a few days either problem can
drain the battery. The GM Instrument Cluster Settlement was a class action settlement awarded

to owners of certain General Motors vehicles with allegedly defective speedometers. The
settlement allows the owner or lessee to get their instrument cluster replaced under the terms
of a special coverage adjustment to their factory standard warranty. As early as , the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration had received complaints concerning erratic speedometer
and gauge readings from numerous makes and models of GM vehicles. District Court in Seattle
seeking three types of compensation: [2]. Reimbursement for anyone who already paid to have
a defective speedometer replaced. Reimbursement for anyone who paid speeding tickets and
whose auto insurance rates rose due to a defective speedometer. John Hall filed a nearly
identical suit in U. The case was assigned to U. District Judge John Coughenour, who decided
to certify the lawsuit as a class-action. Any labor costs will be the responsibility of the vehicle
owner. Owners who paid for repairs to the speedometer before the class action settlement are
eligible for reimbursement under the following terms:. If the speedometer failed and the vehicle
is within 7 years had less than 70, miles on it, upon proper proof of claim GM will reimburse the
cost of repairs parts and labor up to the limit of what a GM dealership would have charged. If
the speedometer failed and the vehicle is within 7 years and had more than 70, miles but less
than 80, miles on it, upon proper proof of claim GM will reimburse the cost of the part only no
labor. GM dealers do not offer repair of electronics but they do offer replacement. However, no
newly manufactured replacement instrument clusters exist any longer for GM vehicles. GM will
replace instrument clusters with used instrument clusters that have been rebuilt when a
replacement is required. They then send your old instrument cluster to their 3rd party repair
partner to be rebuilt and sold to the next customer needing it. Because they are replacing your
entire instrument cluster with a different unit they must re-program the replacement unit so that
your odometer mileage will display correctly. GM vehicle mileage is stored inside the instrument
cluster, not in the vehicle computer. So any instrument cluster being sold now is a used unit or
a rebuilt used unit. Used instrument clusters are typically available at any number of salvage
yards but there are several problems with this solution. First, any used instrument cluster will
have the older generation of stepper motors and is likely to have failing gauges at the time of
purchase. This requires a trip to the dealer for mileage re-programming. At home repair is
possible in some cases but requires experience with delicate circuit board component
de-soldering and soldering. This can require replacement of the whole instrument cluster
costing more than a professional repair would have in the first place. See links in the resources
section for DIY repair information and parts links. Because of the large number of vehicles
effected several GM instrument cluster repair specialists have become available who specialize
in the repair of GM instrument clusters. Services range from single gauge repairs to fully
warrantied complete rebuild services. Nationwide shipping allows for quick turn around limiting
vehicle down time. GM instrument cluster removal is pretty straight forward on most GMs of
this era. And finally there will be 1 or 2 wire harness plugs in the back that need to be simply
unplugged. Now the cluster can be removed for replacement or repair. Click here for a. This
section outlines the common questions and issues with individual gauges and is written
specifically for Silverados but these issues are common to most all GMs of this era listed in the
beginning of this article. GMs of this era also suffer from faulty fuel level sending units inside
the fuel tank, this is a very common problem just like fuel gauges not working. This sending unit
is part of the larger fuel pump assembly. If the sending unit checks out then you know the gas
gauge is bad and needs rebuilt. However, if you have a bad gas gauge and also other
instrument cluster problems you may prefer to have the instrument cluster fully rebuilt first and
go from there. Silverado Fuel Pump Assembly. The first common cause is a faulty oil pressure
sensor which is mounted on the engine. This is yet another common issue with Silverados.
Replacement sensors are fairly cheap and are widely available online. Silverado speedometer
problems are some of the most common ones reported as speedometer problems are pretty
difficult to ignore or work around. You might be curious if your Silverado speedometer
problems may be caused by a faulty speed sensor or speedometer cable. Since these
instrument clusters are fully electronic there is no traditional speedometer cable as there used
to be in older vehicles so that rules that out. The speed sensors in modern vehicles are actually
very reliable and rarely go out, but it is possible. So as a test to know if your speed sensor may
be the cause of your speedometer problems you simply need to pay attention to how your
automatic transmission is behaving. Ruling out the speed sensor you can be certain you need
speedometer repair to fix the issue. If you have experience soldering electronics Silverado
speedometer repair kits are available online for some models â€” see link in resources section
below. If your Silverado tachometer quit working you can be certain that the cause is a bad
gauge in the instrument cluster caused by a failing stepper motor. If you have a temp gauge not
working or reading up and down you should first make sure you have plenty of coolant in your
radiator of course but baring that the only likely cause on a Silverado would be a failing stepper

motor on the temperature gauge which requires gauge repair. Silverado , and HD models got a
factory transmission temperature gauge from the factory while all other models did not. The
transmission temperature gauge suffers from the same tendency to fail as all the other gauges
and again will be caused by a failing stepper motor. Light duty trucks can be upgraded with a
transmission temperature gauge if you want to monitor your transmission temps during towing
or hauling. There are two ways to accomplish this. First you can install an instrument cluster
out of a truck that has the trans temp gauge and it will be fully functional in your vehicle
because all Silverados as well as Suburbans, Sierras, Tahoes, Avalanches came pre-wired and
have a temp sensor already installed in the transmission right from the factory. The mileage is
stored inside each clusters memory not in the vehicles computer. The second and perhaps
better option is to have a factory transmission temperature gauge installed into your original
instrument cluster. This can be done during other repair work to the cluster or as a stand alone
upgrade. Because of this at home installation of a factory trans temp gauge is not feasible. Yes,
GM vehicles of this generation will still start and run like normal with the instrument cluster
removed and it will not harm the vehicle or the gauge cluster in any way. Prices vary depending
on exactly what services are performed light replacement, display repair, power failure
repair,etc and whether shipping is involved. If you have your gauge cluster rebuilt it will not
need to be re-programmed. It will read the mileage of the vehicle that that gauge cluster was
taken from. Silverado speedometer repair kit â€” good for repair of any analog gauge
tachometer, speedometer, fuel gauge, oil pressure gauge, water temp gauge, transmission temp
gauge and battery voltage gauge in any GM listed in this article. Switec X Shipping Instructions
Common Questions Will my odometer be reset to zero? How much will it cost? How long does it
take? How hard is it to take out? How does the shipping work? Individual Gauge Problems The
most common instrument cluster problem seen on the GMs is faulty analog gauges. Cause of
Individual Gauge Problems Individual gauge problems are almost universally caused by failing
gauge motors. Question: Chevy Silverado. Why does my fuel gage not always work. It seems
like a loose connection because it changes at any time when the tank is full or low. The dealer
wants to change the sending unit and fuel pump which is allot of money. I wondered if it could
be the unit in the dash? Answer: The computer buffers the gauge when in drive or reverse so as
not to have so much movement during vehicle start and stop when the fuel is moving. In park,
the gauge will move according to fuel movement in the tank. If it is very erratic, it sounds like a
sensor problem. Fuel level senders are a very common cause for this condition. The sensor
deteriorates. There is a bulletin for loss of power to the pcm on 4. Probable cause is the ignition
switch. But there are other problems all at once. Gauge, battery. A bulletin did come out in early
05 for this sensor, after we had seen many of them fail. Also need to check that the harness and
connector on top of the sending unit not burned. I have the same problem With a Impala. Yes, it
does sound like the fuel level sensor in the tank. It is also very common on your car. I have
same problem with Oldsmobile Silhouette. Either the level sensor in the fuel tank, of a
connector problem on these minivans. Under the van, just behind the drivers seat is a
connector through the floorboard. Disconnect and check for green corrosion. Erratic fuel gauge
on a venture. The entire fuel module was replaced with a new one. The wiring and plugs are not
damaged or corroded. The gauge was accurate after the installation until the car was filled up
with gas, as I used up some fuel it the gauge would go to empty sometimes and the low fuel
lamp will come on. Then go half way, etc. See above wiring problem description. I have a
Chevrolet Silverado. My fuel gauge is moving out of control. It locks out on the oil pressure
gauge. I replaced 2 complete fuel pumps. Where should i look next. If you've replaced the fuel
level sensor along with the pumps you did, which usually for your year truck come with a new
pump, you could possibly have a gauge problem. If it is the gauge, the entire instrument panel
cluster would need replaced. If you have not replaced the level sensor, also known as a float, I
would definitely start there. I have a Chevy Silverado that goes to empty sometimes when it is
full. I can move shift lever from drive to neutral and it will read right for a while. Sounds like a
bad fuel level sensor in the gas tank. These are very common. When the gas moves the sensor
to a spot that is not bad, it will then show correctly for a while. Questions Lists All Vehicles. Our
Automotive Trivia Game- Question 1 of 10 with 0 correct??? Q and A Main. How Things Work.
How can GM charge so much for a pickup and after a certain type of low miles it starts falling
apart ,,, why in the hell isn't that covered through GM!!! I don't feel I should buy or pay for
repairs on my 5 year old Chevy Silverado with under 66, miles on it ,,. It's a danger to drive
something that has problems with the gas tank I'm very upset that I have to fix a factory
problem!!! GM needs to back there line of pickups or cars when it comes to the gas tank!!! Or
consider loosing there sales I'm calling chevy tomorrow. Turn the truck around and if your
lucky it will read somewhere near normal. Dealer can't figure it out!!!! If you leave It at incorrect
reading it will stay there all day long. A real huge pain in the ass. If you have a for-profit service,

contact us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 3 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has
added a helpful site for this Silverado problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic
Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk.
Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. Most gas tank units consist of two parts, the gas gauge mounted in the
dash and a tank sender mounted in the tank. The following trouble-shooting instructions apply
to the AC-type fuel gauge, which is one of the most common type of units. Your service manual
will give you any added instructions necessary for your specific type of fuel gauge. The gas
gauge, often located in the instrument cluster, consists of two small coils spaced 90 degrees
apart with an armature and a needle placed at the intersection of the two coils. A dampener is
also located on the armature to prevent excessive needle movement on rough roads. The tank
sender unit is mounted to the outside of the gas tank with a float on the inside , of course and is
made up of a metal housing that contains a rheostat which is simply a resistance unit , and a
brush that comes in contact with the resistance unit. The opposite end of brush unit is attached
to the float arm located inside of the gas tank. The movement of the float arm is controlled by
the amount of fuel in the gas tank. The variations in the amount of fuel in the tank cause the arm
to move. This changes the resistance of the tank unit, changing the amount of current at the
gauge unit coils, which in turn moves the needle located between the coils. Beginning around ,
some vehicles have a small voltage regulator behind the dash that supplies a stable voltage
supply for the instruments â€” something less than the battery voltage of six or 12 volts. This
isolates the instruments from the effects of varying battery and generator voltage. So if you are
checking voltage at the dash gauges on these cars and you read something less than battery
voltage, it may be normal. The most common cause of gas gauge trouble is a poor ground,
especially at the tank sender unit. It is important that all wiring connections are clean and tight,
and free of dirt and corrosion. A poor ground or loose connection to a gas gauge is just as
likely to cause problems as loose or dirty battery cables assuredly will with your starting
system. To check further, connect a jumper wire between the ignition switch and the dash
gauge. If the gauge now works, replace the defective wiring between the gauge and the ignition
switch. If the gauge needle remains stuck in one place, try turning the ignition switch off and on
several times in succession. This will allow you to determine if it is the dash gauge or the tank
sending unit that is defective. A functioning sending unit will have a high resistance when the
tank is full and a low resistance when the tank is empty. If the gauge reads higher than it
should, make sure the wire attached to the electrical terminal on the tank sending unit is making
a good ground connection. If necessary, clean the connection and reinstall the wire to the
terminal, then check the gauge operation. Turn the ignition switch on. If the gauge reads empty
or below empty, the sending unit is defective. If the gauge still reads high, try grounding the
tank unit electrical terminal to a clean portion of the frame. If this brings the gauge to empty or
below, the tank unit is OK, but there is a bad ground between the gas tank and the body or
chassis or less likely, between the tank unit and the gas tank. Either way, find and correct the
bad connection or merely run a permanent jumper wire from the frame to one of the screws
holding the tank sending unit to the tank. If the gauge still reads incorrectly, the wire from the
tank unit to the gauge may be faulty. Check by using a jumper wire to ground the tank unit
terminal on the gauge the one not connected to the ignition. If the gauge now reads empty or
below, the problem is in the wire leading to the tank or its connection to the gauge. When the
gauge reads lower than it should, check at the gauge by disconnecting the wiring from the tank
unit. Turn the ignition on and if the needle reads full or above, the gauge unit is probably good
and the tank unit or the wiring leading to it are probably the problem. Reconnect the tank unit
wire to the gauge before proceeding. The next trouble-shooting task begins by disconnecting
the wire to the tank sending unit. If the gauge still reads full, there is likely a short to ground
somewhere between the sending unit and the gauge. Look for worn insulation allowing the wire
to contact the body or frame. If the gauge reads full or above with the wire disconnected, the
problem is in the tank unit rather than the wiring. It could be an electrical fault, or the float may
be stuck or may have sunk because of a hole caused by corrosion. Remove the tank sending
unit and check it. If the float is OK and the float arm seems to be swinging freely through its full
range, replace the tank unit. Ground the gas tank terminal post of the tank sending unit using a
jumper wire. If the dash gauge now reeds empty, the gas tank unit is defective. If the dash
gauge needle fails t move, the dash gauge is defective. If the gas gauge works, but reads lower
than it should, check for defective wiring between the gas gauge and the tank sending unit. Also
check for a poor ground at dash gauge and the sending unit by using a jumper wire. If the dash
gauge reads empty when the tank is actually half full or greater, the wiring between the dash
gauge and the tank sending unit is defective. Disconnect the wire at the gas tank sending unit

terminal. If the gas gauge reads still reads empty, the dash gauge unit is defective. Turn key and
start immediately like a new truck all day. I have had this problem for over a year. Replace
spider fuel injector and fuel pump 4 years ago, Runs great once it starts. Fuel gauge reads over
full when turn the key to start when fuel tank is full, Not when fuel tank is half fullâ€¦ , miles.
Just seems like
pontiac g6 starter location
2003 cadillac cts coil pack
1999 lincoln continental thermostat replacement
no oil to cylinders when cranking first time in the morningâ€¦ After running 5 minutes when
finally starts- starts fine during day. Tank and then its close to empty ideas. In my GMC 6. Gas
gage still shows quarter of a tank left. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of
follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Our site is all about Chevy
Trucks, from the classics to today. We post engine problems guides, reliability guides,
performance upgrades, lift kits, suspension, you name it. Comments Chevy very hard to turn
over in morning- new battery-new starter, After cranking intermediate and starts After a few try,
let warm up, or go for 5 minute drive. I over filled my gas tank. How do I correct the gauge. I
have a problem fuel gauges move sometime, I have one that the is empty but read haft full.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Footer About
ChevyTrucks. Search Search the site Legal Pages Privacy Policy. Privacy Policy.

